Identification of Small Molecule Memapsin Inhibitors via Computation-based Virtual Screening
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Abstract  Background: Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a degenerative disease of the brain common form of dementia. A variety of therapeutic strategies for modulating the progression or prevention of AD are currently being investigated. The etiology of the disease is characterized by aggregates of amyloid plaques, largely composed of amyloid-β peptide formed from the amyloid precursor protein cleaved by Memapsin 2 (Beta-secretase / BACE1). Based on its key role in the β-amyloid cascade, inhibition of Memapsin 2 is widely recognized as one of the most promising therapeutic approaches for the treatment and prevention of AD. However, the development of small molecule, brain penetrant Memapsin 2 inhibitors has been challenging. Method: Molecular docking study using LigandFit Docking and Scoring as well as LibDock Docking functions were performed as a preliminary in-silico screening test for National Cancer Institute (NCI) database using binding pocket of Memapsin. Followed by in-vitro enzyme inhibition assay, High-ranking docked conformers and poses were scored using seven scoring functions. The validation for our docking–scoring procedure was performed through employing the same conditions to dock a well-known Memapsin inhibitor IO2. High ranking compounds were evaluated in vitro using Memapsin fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay. Results: The docking simulation resulted in a close model to the crystallographic structure. Five of the important interactions are shared between the co-crystallized ligand and in-silico hits. Virtual screening identified low micromolar inhibitory leads from the NCI list of compounds. The most potent hit exhibited Memapsin IC50 values of 11.1 µM in enzymatic assay. Conclusion: We have identified a low micro-molar Memapsin inhibitor with IC50 of 11.1 µM. Our results suggest that in silico high-throughput screening approach can serve as useful source to identify new hits which can be used as lead candidate for synthetic modification in order to reach more potent enzyme inhibitors.
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1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) currently upset more than 27 million people worldwide, and its population is predicted to grow, creating a major economic and emotional dilemma on society [1]. At present only symptomatic treatments with modest effectiveness are available. Even in the absence of a diagnosable disorder of cognition, the perception of increased forgetfulness and declining memory function is a clear source of sorrow, embarrassment, and low self respect in the elderly [2-4]. AD, is caused by the formation of neuritic plaques in the brain and neurofibrillary tangles in the nerves. In neuritic plaques the fibrils are formed by a protein known as amyloid β-protein (Aβ)[5-8]. Aβ is derived from proteolytic cleavage of the membrane bound amyloid precursor protein (APP). APP is produced by two ways, first: nonamyloidogenic where APP is cleaved by α-secretase to yield soluble APPα. The cleavage site is within the Aβ sequence, thereby precluding its formation. Second: amyloidogenic where APP is cleaved by β-secretase to yield soluble APPβ. The cleavage site is within the Aβ sequence, thereby precluding its formation. Memapsin 2 is a membrane bound aspartyl protease [9], which is amenable to structure-based drug design [10]. Though, the identification of small molecule Memapsin inhibitors that penetrate the CNS and lower CNS-derived Aβ has proved to be exceptionally challenging. Memapsin 2 null mice are viable and do not produce amyloid plaques upon aging, suggesting that small-molecule inhibitors of Memapsin 2 would be potential disease modifying agents for AD.

Based on the pathophysiology, various pharmacologic approaches are developed for the treatment of AD. The approved treatment strategies provide symptomatic improvement in AD. The therapies under evaluation for the
treatment of AD have disease modifying and neuro-protective approaches [11-14]. Early interest in developing therapies for AD focused on the cholinergic system as disease progression is known to be accompanied by loss of cholinergic neurons [13, 15]. In reality, cholinergic deficit and Aβ levels correlate well in the disease state [16,17]. Memantine (an NMDA receptor antagonist) apart, all current FDA-approved therapies for the symptomatic treatment of AD are acetylcholine esterase inhibitors (AChEs) [18-19]. However, most of the clinical efficacy observed in AD is largely restricted to the first two years from inception of treatment. Moreover, AChEs have a number of undesirable side effects, including nausea, sweating, salivation and gastrointestinal disturbances [13,18-19]. Therefore, there remains a significant need for treatments with less side effect potential, or, preferably, treatments targeting AD progression.

Several classes of Memapsin 2 inhibitors were recently reported [20-27]. More recently, several nanomolar transition state analogues (TSA) Memapsin inhibitors were reported [25,28, 29]. Clearly, the main focus of recent efforts toward the development of new Memapsin inhibitors concentrate on structure-based ligand design [27-28]. To date, several human Memapsin X-ray complexes are documented in the Protein Data Bank [29-32].

In the present work we applied docking-based virtual screening approach to find possible low molecular weight hits that have been used before as search query for drug data base [51]. This search has been followed by scoring and binding energy calculation as pre-filtration step before in vitro assay screening. We reported the successful application of our in-silico high-throughput docking approach in the screening of about 238,819 compounds existing in National Cancer Institute (NCI) database, which has resulted in the discovery of a series of nonpeptide Memapsin inhibitors with different scaffolds this methodology succeeded before in our recent work which resulted in discovery of accepted inhibitory activity for Memapsin by haloperidol antipsychotic [51]. We hope that this work can be optimized by us or other researchers in search parameters or filtration steps as well as synthesis approach to develop new potent low molecular weight Memapsin inhibitors.

2. Materials and Methods

For all information about software refer to supporting data S1.1

All information about docking conditions and enzyme inhibition assay refer to supporting data (S1.2-S.2.4) which is the same procedure as reference [51] with slight modifications

3. Results

To treasure novel low molecular weight compounds as starting points for lead optimization is a major challenge in drug discovery. In the present work, we were interested in identifying low molecular-weight hits which usually have no known pharmacological activity, but available as synthesized compounds in the NCI library. We aim to test these compounds against Memapsin at the same time we aim to reduce false positive hits using in-silico search. This approach also aim to decrease time and chemicals used so that drug discovery will need less time and less chemical waste, as well as get benefit of so many chemical compounds already found in the universe to treat diseases.

3.1. Molecular Modeling

The central assumption of structure-based design is that good inhibitors must possess significant structural and chemical complementarity to their target receptor. Docking simulations were performed with the inhibitors: IO2 (3-{-{(1r)-1-Amino-1-Methyl-2-Phenylethyl}-1,3,4-Oxadia zol-2-Yl}^-N-{(1r)-1-(4-Fluorophenyl)Ethyl}-5-[Methyl(Methylsulfonyl) Amino] Benzamide) in 2IRZ complex and F21 (N’-{(1s,2r)-1-(3,5-Difluorobenzyl)-1-Hydroxy-3-{(3-Iodobenzyl)Amino}Propyl}^-5-Methyl-N,N-Dipropylisophthalamide) present in the 2IQG complexe from PDB, in order to compare the solutions obtained in silico with the orientations of the inhibitors, bound to the Memapsin active site in the crystallographic complexes. First, these ligands were extracted from the complex and then submitted to the simulation after adding hydrogen atoms to the Memapsin enzyme structure.

In Figure (1), it is possible to observe that the orientations of highest score obtained by flexible docking for IO2 inhibitor is very similar to the crystallographic orientations. In this way, this docking method is able to reproduce experimental binding modes of molecules from NCI. Moreover inhibitor F21 was abstracted from its protein 2IQG and docked to 2IRZ using same docking conditions used in our in silico search. We believe that this will validate our finding about possible hits will act in similar way as this known inhibitor out of his own protein far a way that IO2 is already co-crystallized with 2IRZ so that the binding site taking the shape for this particular inhibitor.

We carried out virtual screens of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) database (http://129.43.27.140/ncidb2) for chemical compounds that could possibly bind to the detected cavity. This database comprises the coordinates of about 250,251 small chemical compounds. To eliminate the large amount of inappropriate compounds we used filtered by Lipinski’s [47] and Veber’s criteria [48] prefiltration step prior docking. Remaining hits were subjected to ligandfit and libdock docking experiments. High-ranking docked conformers and poses were scored using seven scoring functions: Jain [37], LigScore1, LigScore2 [35, 38], PLP1 [39], PLP2 [39], PMF, and PMF04 [40-42]. Subsequently binding energy was calculated to end up with 341 hits.

Out of the 40 highest-ranking hits based on consensus
scoring values simultaneously with binding free energy (nominated based on availability from the NCI; cost of screening and different consensus scoring) acquired for experimental validation 6 were found to possess inhibitory activities against Memapsin (fig. 3) with IC_{50} for most potent compound 3 about 11 µM.

3.2. Effect of Hits on Memapsin Activity

To evaluate the inhibitory effect of captured compounds against Memapsin, an in vitro Memapsin inhibitory assay was conducted. In this inhibitory assay; the concentration that inhibits 50% of the enzyme, IC_{50}, was measured. Table 1 shows the IC_{50} of active compounds. The validity of the test was established by testing the inhibitory action of the standard inhibitor A1847 on Memapsin, which showed an IC_{50} value of 40 nM that is comparable to the published value [49].

4. Discussion

The need for a rapid search for small molecules that may bind to targets of biological interest is of a vital importance in the drug discovery process. One way of achieving this is the in-silico or virtual screening of large compound collections to identify a subset of compounds that contains relatively many hits against the target, compared to a random selection from the collection. The compounds that are virtually screened can stem from corporate or commercial compound collections, or from virtual compound libraries. If a three-dimensional structure or model of the target is available, a commonly used technique is structure-based virtual screening.

To discover new inhibitors for Memapsin we started via structure-based virtual screening. A high-throughput screening study was presented against Memapsin receptor in which LigandFit combined with LibDock, of Discovery studio (Version 2.5, Accelry’s Software Inc.) was applied. The software allows us to virtually screen a database of compounds and predict the strongest binders based on various scoring functions.

Docking simulations end with 6 compounds that were able to inhibit the activity of Memapsin. Validation for our technique was through, concomitant docking of IO2 and F2I (which are known memapsin inhibitors) in 2IRZ protein. Orientations by flexible docking for IO2 inhibitor of highest score obtained are very similar to the crystallographic orientations, Figure 1. Moreover the molecular interactions of the highest ranking binding mode of IO2 summarized in Figure 2, illustrate multiple contact points. Obviously, the (-NH2) group of IO2 interacts with acidic moiety of ASP228 and ASP32 via electrostatic interaction, as bi-dentate like configuration. Benzyl side chain interacts with aromatic binding sit represented by PHE108 and TRP115 and THR72 hydroxyl networks oxadiazole nitrogen via hydrogen bond interaction. Hydrogen bond interaction can be observed in other positions in particular: GLN73 with carbonyl fragment; ARG235 and THR232 with (-SO2) fragment as well as GLY230 with amidic (-NH) portion of IO2. Other type of interactions can be noticed with aromatic ring holding chlorine in IO2 and TYR14 as well as THR231 which is clearly hydrophobic interaction. At the end Vander wall bond can be seen between LEU30 and benzyl (-CH2) in IO2.

### Table 1. Active Hits Captured by ligandfit: Their Corresponding scoring values; binding energy and in Vitro Bioactivities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound Name</th>
<th>Binding Energy (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Consensus</th>
<th>PLP1</th>
<th>PLP2</th>
<th>Jain</th>
<th>PMF</th>
<th>LigScore1</th>
<th>LigScore2</th>
<th>IC_{50} (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-141.474</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>101.23</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>124.27</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>177.7 X10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-201.93</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>112.02</td>
<td>119.44</td>
<td>7.82</td>
<td>145.53</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>104.7 X10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-224.02</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>83.62</td>
<td>94.17</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>118.68</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>11.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-208.312</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>90.42</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>122.22</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>172.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-134.001</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.36</td>
<td>88.58</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>127.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>282.3 X10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-158.059</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85.12</td>
<td>73.46</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>80.03</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>108.9 X10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2I</td>
<td>-170.875</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>124.06</td>
<td>123.51</td>
<td>10.34</td>
<td>145.59</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: binding Energy calculated by catalyst software.
b: seven scoring functions implemented in ligandfit / Cerius(2).
c: IC_{50} calculated by in-vitro enzyme assay
d: compounds structure in figure 3
Figure 1. Comparison between the docked conformer/pose of inhibitor IO2 (IC50 = 12 nM) (Green) as produced by the docking simulation and the crystallographic structure (Yellow) of this inhibitor within Memapsin (PDB code: 2IRZ).

Figure 2. (A) Detailed view of the co-crystallized structure IO2 (IC50 = 12 nM) and the corresponding interacting amino acids within the binding site of Memapsin (PDB code: 2IRZ).
Figure 3. Chemical structures of the tested highest ranking hits captured.
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Figure 4. Detailed view of: (A) compound F21 and (B) compound 3: the docked structure and the corresponding interacting amino acid moieties within the binding site of Memapsin 2IRZ.

Figure 4 shows F21 interactions as a result of docking. We can find the most important features as with IO2; electrostatic with ASP228 and ASP32; aromatic with TRP115 indole side chain; hydrogen bond interaction connecting water molecule 212 as well as LYS321–NH3 side chain and hydrogen bond interaction can connect water 236 then GLN73. Compound 6 display different pose inside 2IRZ, this can be showed through figure 4: ionic with ASP228 and ASP32; hydrogen bond interaction connecting TYR71, THR231, GLN73, ASN233 as well as LYS321 and van der Waal interaction linking ILE110.

Compound 6 shows the lowest binding energy value among all actives (table 1) with consensus score of 7. Table 1 can tell that it is not the only parameter that can justify potency, other parameters can be considered here: F21 has higher binding energy than 6 with higher potency and consensus value of 6. We can notice that each value for individual scoring function here can affect activity: F21 has higher scoring values for PLP1; PLP2; Jain and PMF (124.06, 123.51, 10.34, and 145.59 respectively) while compounds 6 values are: 83.62, 94.17, 6.82 and 118.68).

PLP is simple scoring function which has been shown to correlate fine with protein-ligand binding affinities; Jain evaluated protein-ligand complexes by using an empirical scoring function and PMF is a statistical analysis approach using 3D structure databases to provide a fast and accurate prediction of protein-ligand binding free energies [34]. While LigScore1 uses the partial charges on the atoms of both ligand and receptor to determine whether an atom is polar or nonpolar besides LigScore2 types atoms of ligands and proteins based on rules that employ only formal charges, ignoring partial charges[34].

It is obvious that it is not the value of scoring function only is important, as table 1 showed that compound 2 has values that are close to F21 while it is not potent, with higher binding energy. Moreover compound 6 has binding energy of 158 kcal/mol which approaches F21 value with IC<sub>50</sub> of 108.9 x10<sup>2</sup> µM. We may propose different binding mode as amino acids interaction are different (fig.4) and our hits does not have any interaction connecting water molecules which can be noticed with F21 or aromatic interaction observed with IO2 (fig. 3).

5. Conclusions

In the current project we performed a molecular docking study using LigandFit Docking and scoring as preliminary in-silico screening test for National Cancer Institute (NCI) database using binding pocket of Memapsin. The validity of this approach achieved with concomitant docking for the known Memapsin inhibitors IO2 and F21, followed by in-vitro enzyme assay for captured hits. As a result we recognized low micro molar inhibitor of 11 µM.

One of the most challenging problems in docking and scoring is the treatment of flexible receptors. Our results clearly show that Memapsin adopts different conformations depending on which ligand it binds to, which match well with literature data about Memapsin. As a consequence, docking using a rigid receptor representation corresponding to a single receptor conformation will fail for those ligands that require a different protein conformation in order to bind.

Docking is useful in decreasing a collection of virtual compounds down to a controllable number to be synthesized and in selecting compounds from an external data library. Virtual screening is important, as active compounds may be identified by one technique and not by the other even if experimental high-throughput screening is proposed. An added bonus is that virtual screening is fast and inexpensive.
by any standard. It is recommended, if at all possible, to use docking in parallel with other techniques such as pharmacophore modeling, to dock to multiple conformations of the target, and to use the docking results to select as many compounds as possible for experimental confirmation. As well as to use docking algorithm that deals with receptors as flexible targets.
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Supporting Material

S.1 Molecular Modeling

S.1.1 Software and Hardware

The following software packages were utilized in the present research.

- CS ChemDraw Ultra (Version 11.0), Cambridge Soft Corp., USA.
- DiscoveryStudio (DS 2.5), Accelrys, Inc., USA.
- Ligandfit within CERIUS2 (Version 4.10), Accelrys, Inc., USA.
- Libdock within Discovery Studio (Version 2.0), Accelrys, Inc., USA.
- Catalyst (version 5.11), Accelrys, Inc., USA.

S.1.2 Preparation of Crystal Structures

The 3-D coordinate of Memapsin was retrieved from the Protein Data Bank (PDB code: 2IRZ, resolution: 1.8 Å[50]). Hydrogen atoms were added to the protein utilizing DS 2.0 templates for protein residues. Gasteiger-Marsili charges were assigned to the protein atoms as implemented within DS 2.5 [33,34]. The protein structures were utilized in subsequent docking experiments without energy minimization. Explicit water molecules were kept, i.e., docking in the presence of explicit water molecules.

S.1.3. Docking Configurations

1. LigandFit Docking and Scoring

LigandFit considers the flexibility of the ligand and treats the receptor as rigid. There are two steps implemented in the LigandFit process:

(A) Defining the location(s) of potential binding site(s) [35,36]. In the current docking experiments, the binding site was generated from the co-crystallized ligand IO2 3-{5-[(1r)-1-Amino-1-Methyl-2-Phenylethyl]-1,3,4-Oxadiazol-2-Yl]-N-[(1r)-1-(4-Fluorophenyl)Ethyl]-5-[Methyl(Methylsulfonyl) Amino] Benzamide within the targeted protein(fig. 2).

(B) Docking the ligands in the binding site [35-36].

In LigandFit, docking is composed of few substeps: (i) Conformational search of flexible ligands employing Monte Carlo randomized process. (ii) Pose and conformation selection based on shape similarity with the binding site. (iii) Candidate conformers and poses exhibiting low shape discrepancy are further enrolled in calculation of the dock energies.

(iv) Each docked conformation and pose is further fitted into the binding pocket through a number of rigid-body minimization iterations. (v) Docked conformers and poses that have docking energies below certain user-defined threshold are subsequently clustered according to their rms similarities. Representative conformers and poses are then selected, further energy-minimized within the binding site, and saved for subsequent scoring.

In the current docking experiments NCI hits in their un-ionized form was docked into the binding site with a nonbonded cutoff distance of 10.0 Å and distance dependent dielectric. The interaction energy was estimated by a trilinear interpolation value using soft potential energy approximations [35].

- Rigid body ligand minimization parameters: 30 steepest descend followed by 60 BFGS minimization iterations were applied to every orientation of the docked ligand. The best 10 poses were further energy minimized within the binding site for a maximum of 300 rigid body iterations.

- High-ranking docked conformers and poses were scored using seven scoring functions: Jain [37], LigScore1, LigScore2 [35, 38], PLP1[39], PLP2 [39], PMF, and PMF04 [40-42].

LigScore1 and LigScore2 scores were calculated employing CFF force field (version 1.02) and using grid-based energies with a grid extension of 7.5 Å across the binding site. PMF scores were calculated employing cutoff distances of 12.0 Å for carbon-carbon interactions and other atomic interactions, while PMF04 scores were calculated employing cutoff values of 6.0 and 9.0 Å for carbon-carbon interactions and other atomic interactions, respectively.

2. LibDock Docking. LibDock docks ligands (after removing hydrogen atoms) into a binding site guided by binding hotspots. It aligns docked ligand conformations to polar and apolar receptor interactions sites, i.e., hotspots. Conformations can be either pre-calculated or generated on the fly. Because some of the output poses may have hydrogen atoms in close proximity to the receptor, a CHARMMn minimization step can be optionally enabled to further optimize the docked poses [43-44]. LibDock performs the following steps using a set of pre-generated...
ligand conformations and a receptor with a specified binding site: [43–44]. (i) Remove hydrogen atoms. (ii) Rank ligand conformations and prune by solvent accessible surface area (SASA). (iii) Find hotspots using a grid placed into the binding site and using polar and apolar probes. The numbers of hotspots are pruned by clustering to a user defined value. (iv) Dock ligand poses by aligning to the hotspots. This is performed by using triplets (i.e., three ligand atoms are aligned to three receptor hotspots). Poses which result in protein clashes are removed. (v) A final BFGS pose optimization stage is performed using a simple pairwise score. The top scoring ligand poses are retained. (vi) Hydrogen atoms are then added back to the docked ligands. (vii) Optionally, CHARMM minimization can be carried out to reduce steric clashes caused by added hydrogen atoms.

In the current docking experiments we employed the following parameters.

- Binding site sphere radius of 11.8 Å surrounding the center of the co-crystallized ligand (IO2) (fig. 2).
- Ligand-to-hotspots matching rmsd tolerance value was set to 0.25 Å.
- Maximum number of saved poses for each ligand = 100.
- Maximum number of poses saved for each ligand during hotspots matching before entering the final pose minimization = 100.
- Minimum LibDock score (poses below this score are not reported) = 100.
- Fraction of reported top scoring poses = 0.5.
- Maximum number of rigid body minimization steps during final pose optimization phase (using BFGS method) = 50.
- Maximum number of evaluated poses for each conformation = 30.
- Maximum number of steric clashes allowed before the pose-hotspot alignment is terminated (specified as a fraction of the heavy atom count) = 0.10.
- Cluster similarity cutoff value = 0.5 Å (docked poses are rigid-body minimized and clustered using this cutoff value).
- Maximum value for nonpolar solvent accessible surface area for a particular pose to be reported as successful = 15.0 Å².
- Maximum value for polar solvent accessible solvent area for a particular pose to be reported as successful = 5.0 Å².
- Number of grid points used for calculating solvent accessible surface area = 18.
- Conformation generation method: The CATALYST module CATCONFIRM implemented in DS 2.0 was implemented employing the BEST conformation generation option to ensure the best coverage of the compound’s conformational space. Maximum number of conformations to be generated per ligand = 255 not exceeding an energy threshold of 20 kcal/mol from the most stable conformer. No final ligand minimization was implemented (i.e., in the binding pocket).
- The docked poses were scored employing the same seven scoring functions that were implemented in LigandFit docking experiment and employing identical parameters.

S.2 In Vitro Memapsin Enzyme Inhibition Assay.

S.2.1 Materials

Materials were purchased from corresponding companies (Sigma-Aldrich and BDH Laboratory Supplies) and were used in the experimentation without further purification. Memapsin assay kit (Sigma-Aldrich CS0010) Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, BDH Laboratory Supplies, England). NCI hits were kindly donated by the National Cancer Institute.

S.2.2 Preparation of Hit Compounds for In Vitro Assay

The tested compounds were provided as dry powders. They were initially dissolved in DMSO to provide 0.02 mM stock solutions and subsequently diluted to the required concentrations using 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 4.5. The inhibition of Memapsin activity by the hit compounds was measured using the fluorometric assay. The final concentration of DMSO was adjusted to be less than 0.1 %.

S.2.3 Quantification of Memapsin Activity in a Fluorometric Assay

The Memapsin fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay was performed as described by the manufacturer (Sigma, CS0010) (Sigma-Aldrich). Principle of the Assay: The substrate is linked to a fluorescent dye on one end and to a quenching group on its other end. The fluorescence of the substrate is significantly reduced due to intramolecular resonance energy transfer to the quenching group. Upon substrate cleavage by the enzyme, there is a disturbance of the energy transfer resulting in the enhancement of the fluorescent signal. The assay procedure can be described briefly as follows: The Memapsin substrate is prepared in the buffer to a concentration of 50 μM. Memapsin enzyme is prepared in the same buffer to a concentration of approximately 0.3 units/µl. Stock solutions of test samples are prepared in DMSO, and then serially diluted in the buffer to give the desired working concentrations. Triton X-100 was added to each well to a final concentration of 160M. Memapsin enzyme, substrate, standard, test samples and buffer are then added to the wells for a total volume of 100L, with the Memapsin enzyme being added last, just prior to reading. Baseline fluorescence is recorded immediately after the addition of the Memapsin enzyme on a fluorometer set at excitation 320 nm, emission 405 nm. The reaction rate was monitored for 2 h at 37°C using FLX800TBI Microplate Fluorimeter (BioTek Instruments, Winooski, USA) and the linear time-relative fluorescence units (RFU) sections were taken for rate calculation [45, 46].

S.2.4 Memapsin Inhibition by Hit Compounds

The inhibition of Memapsin activity by the hit compounds
was measured using the fluorometric assay described above. The percentage of residual activity of Memapsin was determined for each compound by comparing the activity of Memapsin in the presence and absence of the tested compound. Blank and standard inhibitor (Lys-Thr-Glu-Glu-Ile-Ser-Glu-Val-Asn-Sta-Val-Ala-Glu-Phe) (Sigma-Aldrich, product A1847) was used as negative and positive controls, respectively. Measurements were conducted at least in duplicates.
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